Psychic Attacks and Their Remedies

Spiritual Self-Defense

chicago gnosis
White and Black Magic
During Dreams
Belilin

Belilin... Belilin... Belilin...
Amphora of salvation.
I would like to be next to you;
Materialism has no power close to me.
Belilin... Belilin... Belilin...
Conjuration of Jupiter

In the name of Jupiter, the father of the Gods, I conjure thee!
TE VIGOS CO SLIM!
Magic Circle

העליון מעליון יהוה

Helion Melion Tetragrammaton
During the Vigil State
Works of Black Magic
Organic Illnesses
Exorcisms and Healing

“To exorcise is to call up or conjure spirits or to claim an isolated spirit. It is important to recite the following exorcisms in Latin (not in English) since Latin is the language that is most in tune with the forces of nature than any of its derivatives.” —Gnostic Prayer Book
Exorcism of Salt
Symptoms and Theurgic Therapy
Invocation of Solomon
Prayer to the Solar Logos
Conjuration of the Seven
Magic of the Roses
Trapping Witches

- Black Mustard Seeds
- Steel Scissors
Psychic Obsessions
Conjuration of the Four
“The Gnostic Pentagram is the human figure with four limbs, and one unique apex which is the head. The sign of the Pentagram is also called the sign of the Microcosm. It represents what the Kabbalist Rabbis of the book Zohar call the Microprosopos. When the superior point of the Pentagram is aiming upwards towards the sky, it represents the Savior of the world.”

—Samael Aun Weor, The Gnostic Bible: The Pistis Sophia Unveiled
The Microcosmic Star
Enmities
Agave Americana (Maguey)

Libib Lenoninas Lenonon
A Prayer for Protection

क्ली० कृ०ष्णाय गोविन्दाय गोपीजन वाल्लभ्य स्वाहा
Klim Krishnaya Govindaya Gopijana Vallabhaya Swaha

Prayer for Protection
The Prayer of the Lord
False Prophets
Elementaries
A Self-Defense Manual from the God of War